New insights on the Vélodrome syncline in the western sub-alpine foreland basin of Haute Provence: 3-D geometrical modelling approach
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In the front of the Digne thrust, the deformed foreland basin, the well exposed tectonic window of Barles, is still not well understood. This region has undergone a complex tectonic history involving synsedimentary deformation, potential migration of alpine front, late exhumation related to surface processes and potential salt tectonics. Although the stratigraphy and the structural geology of the area is well known, the respective contributions of regional tectonics, salt tectonics and surface processes remain uncertain. The region displays still enigmatic objects emplaced at each step, from the rifting phase to the late exhumation, such as the overturned Liassic Barre de Chine or the overturned Miocene syncline of the Vélodrome. This study aims at understanding the evolution of the foreland Valensole basin from the deposition of first sediments 30 Ma ago to late exhumation and relief formation. We focused our work on the emblematic Vélodrome syncline which is also the only place where a continuous sequence of the basin deposits is exposed. The molassic and conglomeratic layers of the Vélodrome form an overturned syncline with a curved axis of which direction changes from EW in the north to NS in the most south-eastern part. The Vélodrome has been studied for more than a century but its history is still debated. If the Vélodrome is often interpreted as a growth fold which explain the observation of progressive unconformities, microstructural analyses (Fournier et al., 2008) suggest that folding postdates sedimentation. Moreover, recent studies (Graham et al., 2012) propose that this spectacular fold formed as a result of salt tectonic. The obliquity of the regional shortening direction regarding the axis direction, the 3-D pattern of the overturned Miocene series and the origin of the progressive unconformities are issues still not resolved. Such a complex tectonic structure as the Vélodrome fold requires a thorough understanding of the 3-D geometries and their evolution through time. Based on field observations and 3-D geometrical modelling (GeoModeller - ©BRGM), we propose a preliminary model of the Vélodrome that brings new insights on this part of the Valensole basin. The implicit approach that offer the GeoModeller and the field structural data-based approach...
(here more than 2000 structural data) bring an objective and new vision of the geometries in 3-D of the Vélodrome basin and provide arguments to determine the contribution of each geological processes in the tectonostratigraphic evolution of the north margin of the Valensole basin and subsequent shortening at the western subalpine front.